Sailing Down The River
In The Moonlight Mandy And I

Lyric by
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Moderato

I'm dreaming, it's evening,
The moonlight is fading,
The

Susquehanna's dancing in the moonlight;
Susquehanna's resting in the shadow,
It brings back a
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memory of one night in June long ago. On sympathy, The river itself seems to know; It
that night, the moonlight Had cast across the stream a ray of whispers, "Be patient, The moon will shine again up on the
love-light, The whole world seemed all a-glow With love for a girl I know.
morrow And bring back that memory Of that night of long ago."

CHORUS
We were sailing down the river in the Moonlight, Mandy and

Sailing Down etc. 3
I, And I seemed to see the light of heaven shining

In her big, blue, laughing eye; There never was such a night, such a night, For she promised to be mine As we sailed along the river in the

Moonlight, Mandy and I. We were I D.S.

Sailing Down etc.